
 

Indonesia warns volcano could erupt at any
time

October 25 2010, By SLAMET RIYADI , Associated Press Writer

(AP) -- Indonesia warned Monday that its most volatile volcano could
erupt at any time and started evacuating some of the thousands of
villagers living on the mountain's slope.

Mount Merapi has seen increased volcanic activity over the past week
and officials have raised the alert level for the 9,737-foot (2,968-meter)
-high mountain to the most urgent level, said government volcanologist
Surono, who uses only one name.

The mountain last erupted in 2006, when it sent an avalanche of
blistering gases and rock fragments racing down the mountain that killed
two people. A similar eruption in 1994 killed 60 people, while 1,300
people died in an eruption in 1930.

"Officials have predicted that if it erupts, magma would flow to the
southern side," said Sri Purnomo, the head of Sleman district on Java
island, where Mount Merapi is located.

He said officials were warning some 11,400 villagers living on the
mountain's southern slope to prepare for "urgent evacuation." About
40,000 people live close to the mountain.

Purnomo said camps to take in the evacuees were being set up at
government buildings and sports fields more than six miles (10
kilometers) away.
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Hundreds of the elderly and children have been moved from villages
near the slopes of Mount Merapi to Umbulharjo village, where they are
being placed in government buildings and tents prepared by local
officials.

Ponco Sumarto and her two grandchildren were among about 100
villagers who arrived Monday at a refugee camp in Umbulhardjo.

"I just have to follow orders to take shelter here for safety even though
I'd rather like to stay at home," 65-year-old Sumarto said. She said her
children stayed at home to take care of their livestock and crops.

Bejo Mulyo, chief of Umbulharjo, said some 300 villagers in all have
been evacuated to several refugees sites late Monday.

There are more than 129 active volcanoes to watch in Indonesia, which
is spread across 17,500 islands and is prone to eruptions and earthquakes
because of its location within the so-called "Ring of Fire" - a series of
fault lines stretching from the Western Hemisphere through Japan and
Southeast Asia.

The most recent was Mount Sinabung in North Sumatra province. It had
been dormant for four centuries before springing to life in August but
has since quieted and refugees from its slopes have returned home.

©2010 The Associated Press. All rights reserved. This material may not
be published, broadcast, rewritten or redistributed.
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